Policy Statement on Quality and Environment

RENA Electronica supplies to over 50 international OEMs in LED lighting and industrial electronics and has over 35 years of experience in this business. RENA is a privately owned SME company and operates independently. The company works with strong market partners and is located in Zundert, the Netherlands.

Policy
RENA Electronica considers the quality and environmental policy – as well as the need for safety, health and wellbeing – as an integral part of its operational management. Focus is on continuous improvement of the operational and environmental performance. RENA Electronica strives to limit or to prevent the impact of its operations on air, water, land and natural resources.

Operational excellence
Starting point for the quality and environmental policy is to meet all customer requirements and applicable legislation, rules & regulations. Products and services are developed in close cooperation with our customers ensuring that our offering meets our customer expectations. Both with respect to their specifications and reliability as well as their maintenance and serviceability over lifetime. Responsibilities and duties have been established and activities have been agreed upon to make sure that the applicable environmental legislation is complied with. RENA Electronica will be doing more than required by law if the efforts are in healthy relation to the results. Environmental measures, that are also effective in the field of safety, health, wellness, quality and efficiency, will get priority.

Reduction of the environmental impact
Most operational processes at RENA Electronica are affecting the environment in some way. By taking precautionary and/or limiting measures, both organizational as well as technical, we try to minimize the environmental impact. RENA Electronica is already making a large contribution to reducing the use of energy by manufacturing energy-efficient LED lighting products.

RENA Electronica:
- is responsible when it comes to the use of all necessary raw and auxiliary materials
- chooses, where feasible, alternative materials less harmful to the environment.
- lays down the appropriate environmental requirements when purchasing goods and services.
- handles dangerous substances with care when the use of such substances can’t be avoided.
- works to control and limit waste.
- measures, registers and evaluates the impact of the overall business on the environment

In order to achieve these ambitions, targets are annually set, discussed and evaluated.

Quality and Environmental management system
In order to implement this product and environmental policy, RENA operates according to a management system that complies to the international norms ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2008, with their respective 2015-successors in preparation. RENA management has final responsibility for implementing the quality and environmental policy. The quality and environmental policies are documented, implemented, maintained and communicated to all employees. Participation in trainings and courses is encouraged. Employees of RENA Electronica fully support this quality and environmental policy statement and are aware of their responsibility for its execution.